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Summary. From the eighteenth century through to the abolition of public executions in England in
1868, the touch of a freshly hanged man’s hand was sought after to cure a variety of swellings, wens
in particular. While the healing properties of corpse hands in general were acknowledged and experi-
mentedwith in earlymodernmedicine, thegallowscure achievedprominenceduring the secondhalf of
the eighteenth century. What was it about the hangedman’s hand (and it always was a male append-
age) that gave it such potency? While frequently denounced as a disgusting ‘superstition’ in the press,
this popular medical practice was inadvertently legitimised and institutionalised by the authorities
through changes in execution procedure.
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JamesWhite, aged 23, andWalterWhite, his brother, aged 21, were executed at Ken-
ningtonCommon, forbreakingopenandrobbing thedwellinghouseof farmerVincent
of Crawley. They acknowledged the justice of their sentence, but laid their ruin to an
accomplice, who, they declared, decoyed them from their labouring work, by telling
them how easily money was to be got by thieving.—While the unhappy wretches
werehanging, a child aboutninemonthsoldwasput into thehandsof theexecutioner,
whonine times,withoneof thehandsofeachof thedeadbodies, stroked thechildover
the face. It seems thechildhadawenononeof its cheeks, and that superstitiousnotion,
which has long prevailed, of being touched as before mentioned, is looked on as a
cure. Gentleman’s Magazine, 19 April 1758

The recent digitisation of millions of pages of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century British
newspapers and periodicals opens up new avenues for tracing popular medical practices
that were formerly, and largely, only understood by historians through the lens of printed
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antiquarian and folklore collections.1 Systematic and painstaking research through local
newspapers before the advent of digitisation had revealed the wealth of material to be dis-
covered regarding ‘folk’ or ‘popular’medical practices and practitioners on a local or county
basis.2 But the digitisation of the provincial press enables, for the first time, the confident
mapping of national and regional practices through analysing reportage, editorials and
advertisements. These reflect immediate, contemporary beliefs and actions, as compared
with the significant chronological distance and second-hand distortions that sometimes
separate folklore reports and the acts and beliefs recorded.

A thorough searchof thedigitisednewspaper andperiodical archives reveals 27 instances
of stroking, such as that cited above, being carried out or requested at public hangings in
order to cure swellings, goiters (bronchocele), scrofula, skin tumours and other excres-
cences—wens (sebaceous cysts on the scalp or face) in particular. The first recorded case
was in 1758 and the last in 1863. Themedicalmarket for curing such afflictionswas consid-
erable, provoking John Morley to publish his Essay on the Nature and Cure of Scrophulous
Disorders, Vulgarly called the King’s Evil in 1770. His stated aim was to ensure ‘the poor
Labourers and Handicraftsmen might not throw away their Money and Time after a
parcel of specious Advertisements, calculated to pick the poor Patients Pockets’. He had
inmind the likes ofHenry Season theDevizes ‘Physician andStudent in theAstreal Sciences’,
who advertised in his almanac for 1762 that ‘He cures Wens as formerly, and Scrophulous
Swellings; and has curedmorewithout cutting than any one inWilts.’3 For sufferers of facial
wens and the like, particularly women and children, there was considerable concern about
the irrevocable scarring that either the untreated affliction or surgery would cause.4 A
century after Season’s medical days, the cure of large wens was still very much a choice
between the scalpel and the slow and relatively expensive application of caustics and plas-
ters that required between 30 to 50 days of regular treatment.5 Considering this, it is under-
standable thatmany suffererswould steel their nerves and seekout thehangedman’s hand.

While the recorded instances of the hangedman’s stroke represent only a tiny fraction of
the thousands of executions over this period, it is likely that the practice was far more
common than the newspaper record suggests. The folklore and antiquarian archives
confirm that both the notion and the practice were widely known in English popular cul-
tures.Writing in themid-nineteenth century theNorthamptonshire folklorist Thomas Stern-
berg stated, for example, that he knew of ‘many persons’ who had received the cure
successfully. The novelist Thomas Hardy also indicated the frequency of the cure in his
short story the ‘Withered Arm’ where the central character Gertrude is advised by the

1The sarcastic reference to the cure as ‘a virtuebeyondall
medicine’ is from the Hull Packet, 20 May 1828. The
two main resources for digitised newspaper research
are the British Library/Gale Cengage British Newspa-
pers, 1600–1950 series, and the British Library/Bright-
solid platform, The British Newspaper Archive.

2See, for example, P. S. Brown, ‘The Providers ofMedical
Treatment inMid-Nineteenth-Century Bristol’,Medical
History, 1980, 24, 297–314; Hilary Marland, ‘The
MedicalActivitiesofMid-Nineteenth-CenturyChemists
andDruggists,with Special Reference toWakefield and
Huddersfield’, Medical History, 1987, 31, 415–39;
Owen Davies, A People Bewitched: Witchcraft and

Magic in Nineteenth-Century Somerset (Bruton: Pri-
vately printed, 1999).

3John Morley, An Essay on the Nature and Cure of Scro-
phulous Disorders, Vulgarly called the King’s Evil
(London: James Buckland, 1770), iii; Henry Season,
SpeculumAnni: Or, Season on the Seasons; An Alman-
ack (London: T. Parker, 1762) n.p.

4See Olivia Weisser, ‘Boils, Pushes and Wheals: Reading
the Bumpson theBody in EarlyModern England’, Social
History of Medicine, 2009, 22, 321–39.

5M. A. Courty, ‘On the Treatment, Without Excision, of
Wens and of some other Cysts’, The Retrospect of Prac-
tical Medicine and Surgery, 1862, 44, 147–50.
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cunning-man Conjuror Trendle (based on a real Dorset character) to have her afflicted arm
stroked at the next hanging. ‘I used to send dozens for skin complaints’, he noted. ‘But that
was in former times. The last I sent was in ’13—nearly twenty years ago.’6 All but one of the
ten eighteenth-century newspaper reports concerned London executions. This is hardly sur-
prising considering the limited number of provincial newspapers in the period and the fas-
cination with the spectacle of Tyburn and Newgate executions. But with the expansion of
the regional press and local reportage during the nineteenth century we find cases from
across the southern half of the country. There are three instances in Sussex, two each in
Surrey andWarwickshire, and single instances from Kent, Wiltshire, Somerset, Gloucester-
shire, Staffordshire andLincolnshire. References to thepractice in other sources noted in this
article extend the geographical range to Suffolk, Worcester and Northamptonshire.7 So in
the ensuing discussionwehave to bear inmind thatwe appear to be dealingwith a regional
tradition, whereas strokingwith non-criminal dead handswas practised across the country.

We could consider this tradition, as others have done, as a curious example of folk medi-
cine or an intriguing footnote in the study of execution ritual.8 In his study of the Tyburn riot
against the surgeons, Peter Linebaugh related several examples of ‘gallows superstitions’,
noting that their full significance could not ‘be assessed without a greater knowledge
than we now possess’. Vic Gattrell similarly referred to the ‘real puzzles in scaffold ritual’.
Andrea McKenzie’s Tyburn’s Martyrs has taken new steps with regard to the secular, sym-
bolic and religious rituals that infused the execution scene, but there has not yet been an
attempt to unlock the puzzle of scaffold ‘superstition’.9 As with other manifestations of
popular medical and magical practice mentioned in passing as curiosities, mental relics or
superstitions in thehistoriography, acloser reading reveals their complexity, and themultiple
insights that can be drawn from them.

The hanged man’s hand (and it is always a male appendage) beckons the historian to
explore a range of issues regarding the changing relationship between popular and ortho-
doxmedicine, themeaningof the criminal corpse, and the rituals of healingandpunishment
from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. The gallows touch was performed and
reported upon in a period that, historians have argued, saw fundamental, connected,
social transformations. These concern such themes as the separation of elite and popular
cultures, the redefinition of public and private discourse, the diminishing influence of the

6Thomas Sternberg, ‘Folk Lore of South Northampton-
shire’, Notes & Queries 1850, 33, 36. For a discussion
on the beliefs expressed in the ‘Withered Arm’, see
Simon J. White, ‘Folk Medicine, Cunning-Men and
Superstition in Thomas Hardy’s “the Withered Arm”’,
in Ruth Bienstock Anolik, ed., Demons of the Body
and Mind: Essays on Disability in Gothic Literature (Jef-
ferson: McFarland & Company, 2010), 68–80.

7Kentish Gazette, 10 April 1807; Sussex Advertiser, 21
August 1820; The Morning Post, 19 December 1831;
Gentleman’s Magazine, 28 (1759) 193;Morning Post,
8 April 1808; LiverpoolMercury, 9May 1845; Leaming-
ton SpaCourier, 19April 1845;Birmingham Journal, 11
April 1863; The Times, 26 August 1819; Devizes and
Wiltshire Gazette, 29 March 1855; Bristol Mercury, 16
January 1858; Berrow’s Worcester Journal, 27 April

1837; The Derby Mercury, 27 August 1828; Hull
Packet, 30 March 1830.

8See, for example, GeorgeWilliam Black, Folk-medicine:
A Chapter in the History of Culture (London: E. Stock,
1883), 42–4, 95–107; Wayland Debs Hand, Magical
Medicine: The Folkloric Component of Medicine in the
Folk Beliefs, Customs, and Ritual of the People of
Europe and America (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1980) 23–6, 69–80.

9Peter Linebaugh, ‘The Tyburn Riot Against the Sur-
geons’, in Douglas Hay et al., Albion’s Fatal Tree
(New York: Pantheon, 1975), 110; Vic Gatrell, The
Hanging Tree: Execution and the English People
1770–1868 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994),
81; Andrea McKenzie, Tyburn’s Martyrs: Execution in
England, 1675–1775 (London: Hambledon Con-
tinuum, 2007).
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established church, and the redefinition of the relationship between punishment and the
body politic: in short transformations that define modernisation and enlightenment in
British society.

As already noted, our understanding of the gallows touch is dependent on the rise of the
newspaper in the eighteenth century, and its role as a vehicle for expressing enlightened
opinion in a national public forum. The letters, reports and commentaries in the burgeoning
national and provincial press chimed with the contemporary campaign to ‘civilise’ and
reform popular cultures. This manifested itself most obviously in successful campaigns to
suppress blood sports through legislation, and the efforts to tame and repackage popular
celebrations.10 The antiquarians who related instances of the dead man’s hand were
inspired to record the beliefs and practices of the ‘common people’ as a marker of how
far polite society had come from the days of ‘Catholic superstition’. The ‘vulgar’ traditions
of the unlearned were worthy of record as mental relics, curios of a past world that
would, with a tinge of regret, be lost as the light of reason reached the remotest corners
of the land.11 This civilising campaign also dovetailed with the agendas of those who
called for the abolition of public execution. While some saw the spectacle of public punish-
ment as a valuable instructive tool, reinforcing collective social and godly justice, therewere
thosewho saw it aspromoting thebase, barbarous impulses that inhibited thedevelopment
of a godly, humane society. Both sideswould have agreed on the ‘disgraceful’ nature of the
hanged man’s touch, though.12

This article highlights how a popular healing tradition can inform and question our
broader understanding of these historic developments and historiographical debates. It
examines how and why the tradition continued in the closely controlled and politicised
arena of the gallows. Indeed, the hanged man’s hand helps justify the concept of the
long eighteenth century and questions received definitions of the early modern and
modern era with respect to criminal justice and medicine. This article is also an exercise in
recoveringpopularmedical traditions fromthecondescensionofhistory. It explores thechal-
lenges and ‘known unknowns’when attempting to decode ‘popular’ cures from the frag-
mentary evidence and the distorting lenses of the sources. This is, by its very nature, a
speculative exercise, recognising the multiplicity of conceptions and interpretations that
could have existed at an individual, family and community level in regional and religious
contexts.

Miraculous andMedical
Across early-modern Europe the corpse was a significant element in the pharmacopeia of
the medical profession and the populace. Blood, bones, fat and sweat could be ingested,

10See, notably, RobertMalcolmson, Popular Recreations
inEnglishSociety 1700–1850 (Cambridge:Cambridge
University Press, 1973); Bob Bushaway, By Rite:
Custom, Ceremony and Community in England
1700–1800 (London: Junction Books, 1982).

11SeeRosemarySweet,Antiquaries: TheDiscoveryof the
Past in Eighteenth-Century Britain (London: Hamble-
don and London, 2004), esp. 331–8.

12For key historiographical expressions of this debate
see, for example, Michel Foucault, Discipline and

Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage
Books, 1979); Pieter Spierenburg, The Spectacle of
Suffering: Executions and the Evolution of Repression:
from a Preindustrial Metropolis to the European Ex-
perience (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1984); Randall McGowen, ‘A Powerful Sympathy:
Terror, the Prison, and Humanitarian Reform in Early
Nineteenth-Century Britain’, Journal of British
Studies, 1986, 25, 312–34.
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prepared and smeared in order to cure a variety of ailments from epilepsy to ulcers and
rheumatic pains. Often based on classical medical theory, human organic substances
were thought to possess physical and spiritual virtues that no animal, mineral or plant
could provide.13 The touch of a dead hand was not based on the ingestion or absorption
of corpse constituents, though, buton theefficacyof stroking. Inone sense this hadparallels
with the miraculous divine touch. In Catholic contexts the power of the healing relic is
obvious. This usually concerned the body parts or supposed body parts of saints and
martyrs, but other traditions existed. In the Italian region of Abruzzo, for example, the
hand of a recently deceased priest, preferably still warm, was thought to cure skin
tumours.14 Protestant England had its own clerical healing hand—that belonging to
Father Edmund Arrowsmith, a Jesuit executed at Lancaster in 1628. His hand was cut
fromthebodyandconsequentlybecamea ‘holyhand’, capableof effectinghealingmiracles
upon those who came into contact with it. In 1737 a pamphlet related the recent cure of a
12-year-old boy named Thomas Hawarden of Appleton. The boy had suffered from small-
pox, and had become paralysed and afflicted with impaired sight. Arrowsmith’s hand was
brought to his home and a miraculous cure effected by ‘stroaking it down each side of the
Back-Bone, and then a cross’. Themiracle was apparently attested by Protestants as well as
Catholics. Further cures were recorded well into the nineteenth century.15

The divine laying on of living hands was expressed in the English and French royal touch
for the King’s Evil. The monarch’s supposed ability to heal demonstrated to his or her sub-
jects the divine right of dynastic monarchies. While practised in the medieval period, the
custom sat awkwardly with Protestant theology so Elizabeth I rejected the tradition. It
was briefly resurrected by Charles I, and came into royal vogue again for several decades
after the Restoration.16 There were other humble men and women, of course, who also
claimed the curative touch through divine inspiration or birth right, such as being the
seventh son of a seventh son.17

Seventeenth-century physicians worked within a medical framework based on classical
theory and empiricism that had not yet been fully disproven or disentangled from the con-
cepts that lay behind common medical beliefs and practices. The power of the waxing and
waningmoonon the body, for instance,was generally accepted. So the Somerset physician
John Allen (c.1660–1741) noted in 1730 that scrofula medicines worked best in the last
quarter of the moon, its waning reducing the swelling. The waxing moon would have a
reverse influence, and so treatment should be discontinued with the arrival of a new

13See Richard Sugg,Mummies, Cannibals and Vampires.
TheHistoryofCorpseMedicine fromtheRenaissance to
the Victorians (London: Routledge, 2011); P. Kenneth
Himmelman, ‘TheMedicinal Body:AnAnalysis ofMedi-
cinal Cannibalism in Europe, 1300–1700’, Dialectical
Anthropology, 1997, 22, 183–203; Karen Gordon-
Grube, ‘Anthropophagy in Post-Renaissance Europe:
The Tradition ofMedicinal Cannibalism’,AmericanAn-
thropologist, 1988, 90, 405–9.

14Gennaro Finnamore, Tradizioni popolari abruzzesi
(Torino-Palermo: Clausen, 1894), 201–2.

15A True and Exact Relation of the Death of Two Catho-
licks .̂.̂. Republished with some Additions, on Account
of a Wonderful Cure Wrought by the Intercession of

one of them F. Edmund Arrowsmith (London: s.n.,
1737); Rushworth Armytage, ‘Father Arrowsmith’s
Hand’, in Ernest Axon, ed., Bygone Lancashire
(London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co., 1892), 227–35.

16See Marc Bloch, The Royal Touch: Sacred Monarchy
and Scrofula in England and France, J. E. Anderson
(trans), (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1973).

17See Keith Thomas, Religion and the Decline of Magic
(London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1971), 227–42;
Jane Shaw, Miracles in Enlightenment England
(London: Yale University Press, 2006.), ch. 3; Owen
Davies, ‘Charmers and Charming in England andWales
from the Eighteenth to the TwentiethCentury’, Folklore,
1998, 109, 47–8.
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lunar cycle. A century later and the medical profession readily dismissed such astrological
sympathies as mere superstition.18

Seventeenth-century medical explanations for the curative action of dead bodies fol-
lowed two main competing frameworks—Galenism and Paracelsianism.19 Based on Para-
celsus’s experiments with corpses, English Paracelsians believed certain body parts had
inherent chemical and spiritual curative qualities that could be transferred from fresh
corpse to living person. The views of those who subscribed to Galenic medical theory and
practice were more diverse, ranging from those who completely dismissed the notion, to
those who accepted that some agency occurred but through the cadaver acting on the
humours of the living. In a medical world subscribing to Galenic humoral theory it is under-
standable that the temperature of the deadhand rather than its essencewas considered the
active principle. Thiswas evidently the viewofWilliamHarvey (1578–1657). He explained to
his friend Robert Boyle that he ‘sometimes tried fruitlessly, but often with good success’, to
cure tumours and excrescences with a dead hand. He was particularly successful when he
kept the touch going for a ‘pretty while’ so that ‘the cold might thoroughly penetrate’.20

A few physicians were interested in uncovering the natural, scientific secrets of popular
remedies that were generally held to work. So it was curiosity about cures ‘often approved
by the commonpeople’ that led themaverick occult philosopher andphysician Robert Fludd
(1574–1637) to consider the dead man’s hand. ‘A dead bodies hand touching warts, they
will dye’, he observed, likening it to the common cure for warts whereby they were rubbed
with a piece of meat which was then buried.21 This was an act of sympathetic medicine,
whereby two things which had been in contact with each other maintained a long-lasting
imperceptible relationship. There was no potency in the hand then; like the meat it was
merely a vehicle for transferring the affliction from a living organism to similar but decaying
material—or as Fludd, an arch-critic of Galenic medicine put it, ‘things are sympathetically
maintained in their being, that is to say, in their increase or vegetation’. Still, Fludd also ap-
parently experimented with palingenesis, the notion that the macrocosm was imprinted in
themicrocosmof thebody’s constituents. Itwas reported that Fluddhadcalcined the skull of
an executed criminal, dissolved the ashes inwater and seen therein an image of the hanged
man: dead material possessed the imprint of life.22

The arrival on English shores of the famed Irish faith healer Valentine Greatrakes
(1628–83) in 1666, at a time when Charles II was promoting his own divine healing, insti-
gated a considerable debate as to the healing properties of the living hand that also
touched upon that of the cadaverous hand. There were several exchanges on the matter
in the pages of the Philosophical Transactions, the journal of the recently founded Royal
Society. A key scientific explanation for the efficacy of Greatrakes’ stroking centred on

18John Allen, Dr Allen’s Synopsis Medicinae, 2 vols
(London: J. Pemberton, and W. Meadows, 1730), II,
107.

19See Sugg,Mummies, Cannibals and Vampires, 38–66.
20Cited and discussed in Walter Pagel, New Light on
William Harvey (Basel: Karger, 1976), 50.

21Robert Fludd, Mosaicall Philosophy Grounded Upon
the Essentiall Truth (London: Humphrey Moseley,
1659), 255. On the history of such wart cures see
D. A. Burns, ‘“Warts and all”—The History and

Folklore of Warts: A Review’, Journal of the Royal
Society of Medicine, 1992, 85, 37–40.

22AllenG.Debus, The French Paracelsians: TheChemical
Challenge to Medical and Scientific Tradition in Early
Modern France (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1991), 178. On palingenesis and apparitions
see Owen Davies, The Haunted: A Social History of
Ghosts (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007),
116–19.
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the physical influence of friction on the effluvia, or flow of invisible material particles, of his
patients.23 But couldadeadhandemit beneficial rather thannoxiouseffluvia?Psychological
explanationswere also put forward. JohnQuincy (d. 1722), aDissenter andapothecarywho
dismissed the ‘superstitionandbigotry’of the royal touch, suggestednevertheless that there
might be real curative value in the deadman’s hand because ‘the Imagination in the Patient
contributes much to such Efficacies, and because the Sensation which stroaking in that
manner gives, is somewhat surprizing, and occasions a shuddering Chillness upon the
part touched; which may in many cases put the Fibres into such Contractions, as to
loosen, shake off, and dislodge the obstructed Matter’.24 That said, Quincy was clear that
such a cure should not be practised by the profession. Similar opinions were expressed in
lectures regarding the best cures for scrofula delivered in 1765–66 by the Scottish professor
of medicineWilliamCullen (1710–90).While calcinated vegetables and burnt spongewere
amongst his preferred applications, once again theweight of testimony led him to conclude
that ‘fear and awe’ could have a beneficial physiological effect on the condition, as applied
when ‘rubbing a deadman’s hand, and the royal touch, which make a deep impression on
children, from their solemnity’.25

This learneddiscourseanddebateon thepowerof thedeadhandwasdigestedand regur-
gitated in a letter to the London Chronicle in 1759, published in response to a newspaper
report of a stroking at a public execution the previous week. A young woman with a wen
on her neck was held up to the gallows and the executed thief’s hand was rubbed over
the protuberance several times. The LondonEvening Postdismissed it as the ‘dregs of super-
stition’, but the Chronicle’s correspondent observed: ‘That the dregs of superstition do still
remain amongus, I have not the least doubt at all; nay,we frequentlymeetwith the remains
of Heathenish superstition. But that this action arises from superstition, I deny; and that
because it is founded on philosophic principles.’26 He or she then went on to explain that
the corpsehad its ownamountof ‘action’,which coincidedwith thebeginningof thedecay-
ing process. The life inside the individual was preserved by the circulation of the vital juices:
when death arrived the process was not stopped, but inverted, and the juices moved
towards the external margins of the corporeal structure, producing a gradual putrefaction,
that is the fermentation and dissolution of the matter. This process took some time before
occurring and reaching the boundary of the body: then it could be transmitted through
repeated or prolonged contact, and so dissolve the swellings on other diseased bodies.
To validate this explanation the writer referred to Robert Boyle’s reports. Thus, the author
concluded, the fresh hanged man’s hand could not actually heal, because death was too
recent. The preferred moment for its performance and its location at execution places
were therefore ineffectual.

23On Greatrakes see, Peter Elmer, The Miraculous Con-
formist: Valentine Greatrakes, the Body Politic, and
the Politics of Healing in Restoration Britain (Oxford:
OxfordUniversity Press, 2013); SimonSchaffer, ‘Regen-
eration:TheBodyofNatural Philosophers inRestoration
England’, in Christopher Lawrence and Steven Shapin,
eds, Science Incarnate: Historical Embodiments of
Natural Knowledge (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1998), 106–16.

24John Quincy, Pharmacopoia Officinalis & Extempora-
nea, 11th edn (London: T. Longman, 1739), 221. See
also James Handley, Mechanical Essays on the
Animal Oeconomy (London: A. Bettesworth &
C. Rivington, 1721), 419–20.

25WilliamCullen,Clinical Lectures, Delivered in theYears
1765 and1766 (London: Lee andHurst, 1797), 291–2.

26London Evening Post, 4October 1759; LondonChron-
icle or Universal Evening Post, 11 October 1759.
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Despite attempts to make scientific the long-held popular practice of the curative dead
hand, there were explicit magical components in its popular application. The number of
times the swelling was stroked was crucial—usually three, seven or nine times, numbers
we find over and over again in magical healing rituals.27 Applying nine strokes seems to
have been most common. As we saw in the introductory quote to this article, the
hangman at the execution of theWhite brothers in 1758 abided by this numerical tradition.
The eighteenth-century antiquarian Francis Grose also noted the practice of rubbing the
afflicted part nine times with the dead hand. In the mid-nineteenth century it was reported
that aMrs Charles Standon,who had suffered for some years from a swelling on her throat,
went to Waltham Lock, Hertfordshire, to be stroked by the hand of a drowned boy, ‘nine
times from east to west, and the same number of times from west to east’. The folklorist
William Henderson related an account from County Durham, where a woman, who had
been suffering from a wen for eleven years, was advised by ‘a very respectable man’ to
rub a dead child’s hand nine times across the excrescence.28 Another healing tradition
that applied to charmers and charming more generally, and which was also sometimes
observed with the dead hand, was that the patient had to be a different gender to the
healer). The seventeenth-century antiquarian JohnAubrey noted this contra-sexual require-
ment, relating the story of how a Somerset painter who had awen the size of a pullet’s egg
in his cheek was cured by rubbing it with a dead woman’s hand.29 Similarly a Shropshire
folklorist noted that a woman suffering from the King’s Evil had to eat a piece of bread
and butter from the hand of a killed man, and vice versa.30 It is worthy of note that there
is no strong bias towards left or right hands in these traditions.

Untimely Dead and Executed Criminals
So far in this discussion no distinction has been made between the curative power of the
natural dead and the untimely dead. All corpses were thought to have the potential to
havepotency itwould seem,as illustratedby theexamplesmentionedaboveand the judicial
corpse of themurdered. In the latter tradition, which ended as a quasi-official, divine ordeal
by the early eighteenth century, corpses of murdered people were believed to bleed if the
culprit approached and touched them. The practice continued in less formal contexts into
the nineteenth century.31 So, was the gallows corpse merely an accessible corpse? Or did

27See Owen Davies, ‘Charmers and Charming in
England and Wales from the Eighteenth to the Twen-
tieth Century’, Folklore, 1998, 109, 41–53.

28Francis Grose, A Provincial Glossary, with a Collection
of Local Proverbs, and Popular Superstitions (London:
S. Hooper, 1787), 56; Thomas Joseph Pettigrew, On
Superstitions Connected with the History and Practice
of Medicine and Surgery (London: John Churchill,
1844), 78; Charlotte Latham, ‘Some West Sussex
Superstitions Lingering in 1868’, Folklore Record,
1868, 1, 159–160; William Henderson, Notes on the
Folk Lore of the Northern Counties (London: Long-
mans, Green, and Co., 1866), 122. See also Mabel
Peacock andMrsGutch, eds, Examples of Printed Folk-
lore concerning Lincolnshire (London: Nutt, 1908),
109; Ruth Lyndall Tongue, Somerset Folklore

(London: Folk-lore Society, 1965), 136; Margaret
Ann Courtney, Cornish Feasts and Folk-Lore (Pen-
zance: Beare and Son, 1890), 203–5.

29John Aubrey, Miscellanies, 2nd edn (London:
A. Bettesworth & J. Battley, 1721), 129–30.

30Charlotte Sophia Burne, Georgina F. Jackson, eds,
Shropshire Folk-lore (London: Trübner & Co, 1883),
202.

31Malcolm Gaskill, ‘Reporting Murder: Fiction in the
Archives in Early Modern England’, Social History,
1998, 23, 1–30; Sarah Tarlow, Ritual, Belief and the
Dead in Early Modern Britain and Ireland (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2011), 164–7; Burne and
Jackson, Shropshire Folk-lore, 297; Peacock and
Gutch, Examples of Printed Folk-lore, 142.
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the act of execution impart it with extra or different potency? Seventeenth- and eighteenth-
centurymedical literature on deadman’s hand therapymade little reference to the resort to
the freshly hanged. Robert Fludd recalled having ‘a certain body of one that was hanged’ in
his house to conduct a private anatomy. At the time, the College of Physicians, to which
Fludd was admitted in 1609 after numerous failed attempts, was allowed to anatomise
six criminal corpses every year for public anatomy. An acquaintance, an apothecary
named Mr Kellet, heard of the corpse in Fludd’s house and requested that Fludd allow a
gentlewoman with a tumour in her belly ‘to be touched and stroked with the dead man’s
hand, because experience had taught it to be very efficacious, for the abolishing of the
like horrid protuberation in others’. Fludd duly agreed and sometime later the woman’s
husband paid a call to Fludd to thank him and give the good news that the stroke had
done his wife good.32 There is nothing in Fludd’s account and explanations, though, that
suggest he or those concerned thought the criminal corpse had more potency than a
normal corpse. Yet this concept was undoubtedly known in early-modern medical circles,
for it was noted in that much-cited classical source, Pliny the Elder’s Natural History: ‘We
are assured that thehandof aperson carriedoff by prematuredeath cures by a touch scrofu-
lous sores,diseasedparotidglands, and throataffections; somehowever say that thebackof
any dead person’s left hand will do this if the patient is of the same sex.’33 It is noteworthy
that Pliny’s observation about the gender of patient and corpse is contrary to the English
contra-sexual tradition mentioned earlier.

The executed were not the only ‘premature dead’ of course. There were the innocent
type—those murdered, or those killed in battle or by accident. But in the southern half of
the country it was clearly the criminal untimely dead thatweremost prized during the eight-
eenth and nineteenth centuries. This includes suicides or self-murderers. In 1853, for in-
stance, a woman with a wen on her neck was advised by a wise woman to travel to
Hesleden Dene, not far from Hartlepool, where a man had committed suicide by hanging
himself. Thecorpsewas laid inanout-houseawaiting thecoroner’s inquest, and theafflicted
womanwas allowed to stay there all nightwith the chilled handof the suicide onherwen.34

In July 1879 theWesternMorningNews reported that two elderlywomen, and a youngboy
suffering from the King’s Evil, had recently attended a coroner’s inquest on a suicide in Ply-
mouth and asked for permission to use the hand of the suicide on the boy so as to effect a
‘perfect cure’. One of thewomen explained that a person she knewhad her health restored
this way, ‘but of course she could not saywhether it was the hand of Almighty God, or not’.
Other than suicide, though, there does not appear to be any link between the type of crim-
inal act and the curative potency of the hand that committed it.

What was it about the criminal body that gave it extra potency to heal and protect in
popular belief? If it was not amerematter of humoral balances between cold and heat em-
anating fromtheafflictedand thecorpse,or thephysiological actionsof frictionor fear,what

32Robert Fludd, Mosaicall Philosophy Grounded upon
the Essentiall Truth (London: Humphrey Moseley,
1659), 255.

33Pliny, Natural History, trans W. H. S. Jones, 10 vols
(London: Heinemann, 1963), VIII, 35. On the popular-
ity of Pliny’s Natural History see Alix Cooper, Inventing
the Indigenous: Local Knowledge and Natural History

in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 2007), 117; William Eamon, Science
and theSecrets ofNature: Books of Secrets inMedieval
and Early Modern Culture (Princeton: Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 1994), 26.

34Henderson, Notes on the Folk Lore, 122.
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did those who went to be cured think was happening during the stroking at the gallows?
One possibility concerns the medical-magic theory of transference. Maybe the criminal
corpse was the most morally appropriate human vessel to which to pass on the affliction.
What could bemore efficacious than to transfer illnesses to those destined for the afterlife?
In this sense it was the reverse of the tradition of sin eating, when an individual symbolically
ingested the sins of those recently deceased by ritually eating bread and drinking over the
corpse. Consider an account from the coast of Donegal, in Ireland, where the transference
of diseasemergedwith theCatholic theory ofpurgatory, the intermediate state that the soul
had to cross painfully in order to atone for its sins. During a funeral a man suffering from
rheumatism, applied the dead hand to his arm, shoulder and leg asking the dead to take
all his pains with him, ‘in the name of God’. The sickness of the man would have been a
small addition to the sufferings that the spirit of the deceased person had to endure in pur-
gatory.35 Clearly, in this belief spiritual and bodily dimensions overlapped: the sinful soul of
the dead easily attracted the physical impairment of the patient, while its final redemptive
destination in Heaven assured the restoration of health.

In a general Christian context the action of the criminal corpse could also be considered
an act of atonement as the last moments of life drained away and the soul left the body;
the sinner performed an act of unwitting, deity-ordained goodness as he or she departed
themundaneworld. In this sense thehangedman’s strokewasamutual act of benevolence,
an exchange of physical and spiritual succour. It is clear from comments already related in
this article that at least some people viewed the stroking in religious terms, as a branch
of the general tradition of the divine touch or divine intervention. It was all in God’s
hands. This would have been confirmed and endorsed by the scaffold sermons and confes-
sions that emphasised ‘dying well’ through expressions of penitence either as ‘religious
theatre’, as described by Sharpewith regard to the seventeenth century, or through expres-
sions of personal moral culpability and regret. As Andrea McKenzie has explored, on the
gallows the condemned expressed not only their personal guilt or innocence, but also,
either vocally or symbolically, larger issues of societal guilt, sinfulness, redemption and
social justice.36

Then again, it is likely that some did not rationalise the practice within a religious frame-
work—or in terms of transference or decay.Maybe itwasmostly about unexpressed secular
notionsof life forces transmitted through thebloodandpermeated through the skin.When,
in Hardy’s ‘Withered Arm’, Gertrude asks Conjuror Trendle how being stroked by an exe-
cutedman coulddoher good, he replies, ‘itwill turn the bloodand change the constitution’.
This was the language of the practice of blood-letting, which was still in vogue during the
early nineteenth century, and also that of animal magnetism. One French magnetist
reported that ‘when there is merely a local inflammation… it is easy to turn the blood

35GeorgeWilliam Black, Folk-medicine: AChapter in the
History of Culture (London: E. Stock, 1883), 42–3.

36James Sharpe, ‘Last Dying Speeches: Religion, Ideology
and Public Execution in Seventeenth-Century England’,
Past & Present, 1985, 107, 144–67; Andrea McKenzie,
‘Martyrs in Low Life? Dying “Game” in Augustan

England’, Journal of British Studies, 2003, 42, 167–205;
Andrea McKenzie, ‘God’s Tribunal: Guilt, Innocence,
and Execution in England, 1675–1775’, Cultural and
Social History, 2006, 3, 121–44; Randall McGowen,
‘The Body and Punishment in Eighteenth-Century
England’, Journal of Modern History, 1987, 59, 651–79.
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from the direction it has taken: by drawing the fluid towards the legs and the feet’.37 The
popular absorption of the basic theory of animalmagnetism, touted through the late eight-
eenth and early nineteenth centuries, and used to explain the healing power of Greatrakes,
may also have helped maintain the medical legitimacy of the hanged man’s hand amongst
some of the literate public. In this respect it is worth noting that several of those seeking the
cureweredescribedaselegantly anddecentlydressedorof ‘genteel appearance’.As various
popular encyclopaedias and journals of the early nineteenth century related, animal mag-
netism worked through stroking, thereby transferring the invisible magnetic fluid of the
magnetiser to the patient. Although not discussed in relation to the hanged man’s hand,
mesmerists gave some thought to themoment of death, mostly in relation to the departing
magnetic life force acting upon the perceptive faculties of others, even over great distances.
Thismanifested itself in lovedones seeingvisionsor sensing thedeathof thedying.38Animal
magnetist Jules Dupotet reported the view that ‘as long as the mass of the blood is warm,
and not congealed, all the members of the body continue pliant, and as long as this is the
case the soul remains in it’; the person is in a perfect trance; only when the brain and
nerves lost their warmth did the soul separate itself.39 Death was not instant; for some
minutes the hand of the executed remained connected to the soul. So from amesmeric per-
spective the freshly executedcriminalwas still amagnetic being, theemotional, violent actof
murderand then theanticipationof executionbrieflyboosting the life forceof the criminal—
rather as theParacelsianshadargued twoandahalf centuries earlier. This couldbeexploited
by the living in a brief moment after execution.

Why the hand?Why not the stroke of a hangedman’s foot? Clearly the basis of the cure
was not just about the criminal body as a whole but also about the agency of the hand.
Writing on the anthropology of the human hand in 1888, Frank Baker related some
British cases of the dead hand stroke, and observed: ‘the hand is so intimately connected
with the brain as the executor of its interests that the savage mind naturally ascribes to it
a separate and distinct force independent of the rest of the body—makes it, in fact, a
fetish’.40 Itwasnot just the savagemind, of course. In theAristotelianphilosophical tradition
the hand, the ‘instrument of instruments’, was the bodily metaphor for human as well as
divine action; it hada liminal quality as anobject of actionandas anexpressionof ‘interiority,
intentions, and inventions—of the self’.41 As we have seen, the ‘healing hand of God’was
integral to Christian healing traditions either as a metaphor or manifest in the form of the
divinely gifted stroker. With regard to the gallows corpse, the hand had a dual significance
as themeansof both the criminal act and thehealing act; it held the knife, thegun, the stone
that killed. It was the hand not the foot that enabled the forgers William Dodd and Lord
Massey (both of whose corpses were used for stroking) to do their artful work, and hands
were the principal tools of the burglar and horse-thief. In the condemned cell confession
of the sheep-stealer Edward Clarke, hanged at Chelmsford in 1814, he requested that

37Joseph Philippe Deleuze, Practical Instruction in
Animal Magnetism (London: Cleave, 1843), 130.

38Johann Friedrich Blumenbach, The Elements of Physi-
ology, 4th edn (London: Longman, 1828), 293.

39Jules Dupotet, An Introduction to the Study of Animal
Magnetism (London: Saunders & Otley, 1838), 122.

40Frank Baker, ‘Anthropological Notes on the Human
Hand’, American Anthropologist, 1888, 1, 52.

41Katherine Rowe, Dead Hands: Fictions of Agency, Re-
naissance to Modern (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1999), 6. See also Jonathan Goldberg, Writing
Matter: From the Hands of the English Renaissance
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1990).
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‘threeofmy fingers be taken frommyhands, tobegiven tomy three children as awarning to
them, asmy fingers were cause of bringingmyself to the gallows’. A surgeon duly complied
after the dissection.42 The magical properties accruing to the hand because of its criminal
agency lay behind the tradition of the Hand of Glory. This was the hand from the corpse
of a hanged criminal, which was drained of blood, dried and preserved. When it held a lit
candle made of the fat of a hanged criminal it stupefied those in its presence; its principal
purpose being to commit robberies.43 Here the post-mortem criminal hand used to
commit further crimes was potent when detached from the corpse and desiccated,
whereas the power of the hangedman’s handas benign, healing agent lay in its attachment
to the body still replete with blood.

Why a male hand? The answer may be purely a matter of statistics. We cannot discount
the basic fact that the vast majority of the hangedwere men (around 94 per cent [6,069] in
England andWales between 1735 and 1799).44 Still, female hangingswere not a rare sight
in London in the period concerned. Perhaps the absence of the female touch was a conse-
quence of broader societal sensitivities regarding the post-mortem treatment of the exe-
cuted female body, the same sensitivities that also dictated the reluctance to gibbet
women.45 It is likely that the contra-sexual healing tradition also had a significant influence.
In all 27 casesmentionedat thebeginningof this article the executedweremenbut only two
of the patients were adult males. The gender bias in terms of those seeking the cure might
also have been defined by the greater female concern over physical blemishes and the scar-
ring caused by wens and other swellings.

Location, Spectacle and Process
Transference, life force and, to a lesser extent perhaps, the spiritual arguments, all explain
why the freshly executed were sought out and not gibbeted criminals. The gibbet corpse
was already in an obvious state of decay, thus rendering transference less potent. Its life
force was well and truly extinguished by the time it was creaking in its cage. The soul had
long left thebody.But theactofexecution is also central to thecomplexofbeliefs.AsGattrell
observed, the gallows was a place where miracles might occur and ideas of damnation
mingled with hopes for redemption.46 The hanged man’s hand was not only potent
becauseof the innate vitality andmateriality of the corpseor the fate of the soul; the location
and apparatus of execution also imbued it with potency and vice versa. Splinters from the
gallows were thought to have protective and healing qualities. Writing in 1650 Sir
Thomas Browne noted that to cure the ague ‘we use the chips of the gallows and places
of execution’. The hanging rope was thought to cure headaches, as the witchcraft sceptic
Reginald Scot observed back in 1584, and it was also thought to promote good luck.
John Aubrey and Grose also noted its supposed power. The Georgian antiquarian John
Brand (1744–1806) recalled seeing a hanging at Newcastle when just after the body had
been cut down several men scrambled up the gallows to get the rope. After the Leeds

42Norfolk Chronicle, 10 September 1814.
43See Rowe, Dead Hands, 98–103; Tarlow, Ritual Belief
and the Dead, 166–70; Owen Davies, Grimoires: A
History of Magic Books (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2009), 100, 162–3.

44See the statistics at <http://www.capitalpunish
mentuk.org/hanging1.html#stats>.

45Thanks to RichardWard for this point about gibbeting.
46V. A. C. Gattrell, The Hanging Tree: Execution and the
English People 1770–1868 (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1994), 81.
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poisoner and satanic-pact maker William Dove was executed in York in 1856, the hanging
ropewas carefully placed in Dove’s coffin to ensure it was not cut up and sold off.47While in
some instances this was a matter of celebrity trophy hunting, the desire for gallows magic
also drove demand.

Therewas apurelypragmatic reason for resorting to thegallows for thedeadhandstroke:
it provided the best opportunity for pre-meditated access to a very fresh corpse. The sufferer
could plan ahead. The time and location of the assizes, and details of those being tried for
capital offences, were known days or weeks in advance via the press and word of mouth.
This was described well in Hardy’s ‘Withered Arm’ with Gertrude seeking out news as to
the next assizes. When she heard they had been held ‘she inquired stealthily at the inn
as to the result’, then realized that therewas not enough time for her tomake arrangements
to attend the ensuing execution. Under theMurderAct of 1752 all convictedmurderers had
to be hanged within forty-eight hours of sentencing, unless the sentence was passed on a
Friday or Saturday (hangings being forbidden on Sundays). By comparison, getting to a sui-
cide’s corpsewithinminutesofdeathwashighlyunlikely, andnodoubtmany familieswould
havebeen reluctant tohave strangers traipsing to theirdoor requesting tobestrokedby their
beloved ones. Still, the same sentiments were also expressed by some of the families of the
executed, though to a lesser extent. So, in 1819, at the execution of a Jew named Abraham
AbrahamsonPenendenHeath inKent, anapplication tobe strokedwas refusedby theother
Jews attending the corpse, because ‘they could not suffer thebody to be touchedby any but
their own people’, ‘it being contrary to their customs’. At the hanging of John Highfield at
Stafford inAugust 1828, somewomen,whohad travelled a longdistance to apply the dead
hand to their necks, were violently opposed by the executed man’s daughter.48

Yet the ritual and spectacle of the execution enhanced the perceived potency of the
healing transaction, with the Murder Act of 1752 opening up a new public relationship
with the criminal body. Through expanding the application of gibbeting or hanging in
chains, the swinging corpse became a more permanent and widespread fixture in the
public consciousness over the next 70 years. Furthermore, the much more common post-
mortem punishment by public dissection reinforced the notion of the cadaver as a
medical resource. The Act also led to a significant increase in hanging days in London.49

All in theirway promotedgreater public interactionwith the hanged, andmay have normal-
isedaconsensualpost-execution relationshipwithanduseof thecriminal corpse. Thiswould
help explainwhy the resort to thehangedman’s hand seems tohavebecomemore frequent
from the 1750s onwards.

The corpseand thepatientwere theprincipal actors but the staging and theaudiencealso
worked theirmagic. The repeated spectacle of the gallows stroke canbe seen as anexample
of what Thomas Laqueur has described as the ‘dramatic inconsistences’ of the English

47John Brand, Observations on Popular Antiquities, 2
vols (London: Rivington, 1813), II, 583; Hand,Magical
Medicine, 72; Steve Roud, The Penguin Guide to the
Superstitions of Britain and Ireland (London: Penguin,
2003), 239; Mabel Peacock, ‘Executed criminals and
folk-medicine’, Folklore, 1896, 7, 268; Owen Davies,
Murder, Magic, Madness: The Victorian Trials of Dove
and the Wizard (London: Longman, 2005), 162.

48The Times, 26 August 1819; The Newcastle Courant,
23 November 1883; The Derby Mercury, 27 August
1828.

49On the Murder Act and its significance see Richard
M. Ward, Print Culture, Crime and Justice in
18th-Century London (London: Bloomsbury, 2014),
ch. 5.
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hanging,whichdemonstrate that itwasnot the state but ‘thepeople’whowere at theheart
of the public execution in a ‘carnivalesque moment’.50 It is important to consider how the
strokingwas engineered in this respect. Itwas nomerematter of a quickdash to the scaffold
and a grab at the dangling hand. The approach was usually made around fifteen minutes
after the drop, time being given to ensure the victim was dead—there was no curative
value in a half-hanged criminal’s hand. The reach for the hand could present a challenge.
During the mid-eighteenth century hangings were still taking place from tree boughs or
beams reached by a ladder, or with the criminal standing on a cart which was then driven
away, leaving the body to hang. The height of the swinging corpse sometimes meant it
was difficult to reach from the ground, so at a hanging in 1759 a woman seeking the
touchwasheld up in aman’s arms, likewise inMay1767after the executionof themurderer
Francis Gorman a young woman had to be lifted up to have the dead man’s hand rubbed
upon a large wen on her neck.51 One magazine correspondent recalled attending a
hanging at Worcester sometime in the mid-eighteenth century and ‘saw many females
raised up on the shoulders of men, to have wens on their necks stroked’. It was not a very
dignified procedure, and the same correspondent noted ‘the occasion was sadly deterio-
rated, by the ludicrous faces of some of the young girls, in their struggling efforts’.52 The
adoption of the ‘New Drop’ technique introduced at Newgate in 1783, with the top half
of the hanging body accessible above the trap door made performing the stroke easier.
Change was slow, though. When two young women were stroked by the hand of the
burglar Robert Bignall, at Horsham in 1807, the authorities were still using the cart
method—Bignall requesting of the hangman in a low voice that he hoped he ‘would not
make a bungling job of it’.53

As described by SimonDevereaux, towards the end of the eighteenth century the author-
ities increasingly limited the interplay and propinquity between the crowd and the act of
hanging while reinvigorating the ‘theatrics of execution’.54 Scaffolds were built higher,
suchas the ‘false stage’ introducedatNewgate,ormoved to the rooftopsasatHorsemonger
Lane prison in Surrey. This had the effect of formalising the hangedman’s stroke, rendering
it more ritualised, more of a public spectacle, and as a consequence imbuing it with more
decorum and official legitimacy than previously. The patient had to obtain access to the
stage,walk across it in full gaze of thousands looking up, andwith secular and religious offi-
cials looking on, and go through the ritual. There is no sense from the accounts that the
crowd reacted strongly to this secondary performance after the main act. A shocked news-
paper correspondent of the Leeds Mercury, attending a London hanging in 1825, looked
around him when witnessing a stroking ritual and found that ‘the mob did not appear to
participate in my astonishment at beholding this sight, from which I infer that it is by no
means uncommon. Now what do you think of this?’55 The fear and distress of the

50ThomasW. Laqueur, ‘Crowds, Carnival, and the State
in English Executions, 1604–1868’, in Lee Beier, David
Cannadine, and James Rosenheim, eds, The First
Modern Society: Essays in Honor of Lawrence Stone
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 330,
332.

51London Chronicle, 11 October 1759; London Chron-
icle, 13 October 1767.

52J.C., ‘OntheSubjectsofVulgarSuperstitions’,Newcas-
tle Magazine, 1824, 3, 3–4.

53Kentish Gazette, 10 April 1807.
54SimonDevereaux, ‘Recasting theTheatreof Execution:
The Abolition of the Tyburn Ritual’, Past and Present,
2009, 202, 127–74.

55The Examiner, 9 January 1825.
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women being strokedwas remarked upon several times, though. In 1808, for instance, the
Morning Post reported regarding a lady of ‘genteel appearance’whowent to be stroked by
the hand of the robber Abraham Brace at the Horsemonger Lane scaffold, ‘we never saw
horror more feelingly depictured, in real life, than in her countenance’. The journalist con-
tinued, ‘If, as has been said, extreme terror in the party so acted upon, will give the recipe
some effect, this lady will have a good chance of relief’.56

While thecorpseand thepatientwere thedramatic leads, thehangmanwasbest support-
ing actor, though some performances were very poor indeed. At Gloucester in April 1837,
several women were allowed on the platform after the hanging of the murderer Charles
Samuel Bartlett to receive the dead hand stroke. The moment was turned into a grotesque
performance by the drunken behaviour of the hangman, who repeatedly mocked the
corpse, shook hands with it, boxed him on the ears to make him swing around, and
removed the cap from his face.57 This spectacle was widely reported in the national and re-
gional press,was referred to in theHouseofCommons, andusedbyabolitionists to illustrate
the barbarity of public executions. Locally somedoubtwas cast on the veracity of the report,
and the High Sheriff launched an investigation and took depositions.58

As is already evident, the whole healing process could not have taken place without
the hangman’s aid and authority. He was the mediator between two rituals, the judicial
and the curative, one representing the authority of the state, the other the cultural rights
of the common individual. In this role he was an active member of the cast; he was not
merely there to sanction access to the corpse, he also facilitated the healing act. At the exe-
cutionof themurdererPatrickWelchatNewgate in1825,anoldwomanwasallowedto step
onto the scaffold helped by a younger person. The executioner then ‘placed his arm round
her neck, and proceeded to rub it with the hand of the malefactor; he continued to do this
until the poor old lady had nearly fainted away, then he desisted, but, after the lapse of a
short time, renewed his exertions with the other hand.’ At the execution of John Holloway
at Lewes in 1831 William Calcraft let a man ascend to the scaffold, sat him on the edge,
loosened Holloway’s hands and rubbed the palms across a wen on the man’s forehead.59

In many European countries the executioner’s trade was considered dishonourable, and
those recruited to the rolewere often former criminals; hence they sharedwith the executed
not only the main scene at the scaffold, but also a similar moral background. A central
figure in the theatre of execution, hewasmarginal andmarginalised in other social contexts
because of his polluted status.60 In Spain, Sardinia and in Southern Italy the hangman could
not touchanythingdisplayed in themarkets anduseda stick topoint at the thingshewanted
to buy.61

Although executioners were only the means through which society enacted capital pun-
ishmentandnot theactualmurderersof the convicted, their physical proximity to thecorpse,
and their treatment of it, placed them in an ambiguous zone between existence and the

56Morning Post, 8 April 1808.
57Gloucester Journal, 22 April 1837.
58Gloucester Journal, 13 May 1837; Hereford Times, 13
May 1837; Gloucester Journal, 1 July 1837; Glouces-
tershire Archives D303/X1.

59MorningPost, 19December1831;MorningChronicle,
20 September 1825.

60Giancarlo Baronti, La morte in piazza. Opacità della
giustizia, ambiguità del boia e trasparenza del patibolo
in età moderna (Lecce: Argo, 2000), 113–17.

61Giuseppe Pitrè, La vita in Palermo cento e più anni fa
(Palermo: Rober, 1904), 330; Baronti, La morte in
piazza, 127–8.
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evidence of mortality, between human justice and the terror of the spectacle of death,
between the fate of the matter and that of the soul. They worked at a boundary where
life entered death, and where an individual surrendered to spiritual liberation. In this
respect the executioner has been comparedwith the royal ruler: at themoment of execution
he ‘stoodas the sovereign’s representative, anembodimentof sovereignpower’.62Onewas
a common object of disgust and fear, the other of honour and respect, but both were pos-
sessed of sacral aspects and thaumaturgic powers. The royal potencywas divinewhereas as
the executioner’s was accrued through association and action. So in some parts of Europe
(not England) the executioner’s touch itself was seen as a substitute for his victim’s, while in
Liège, to touch the clothes of the hangman was thought to cure cysts.63

In England, the hangman’s medicinal reputation was minimal compared to his continen-
tal brothers, in part due to the nature of inquisitorial Roman lawanddifferent execution and
post-mortem practices that allowed body parts and blood to be appropriated. In early-
modern German states, for instance, it was usual for the executioner to double up as
torturer, and consequently the executioner was thought to have an intimate knowledge
of human anatomy and the limits of bodily endurance. The executioner was also charged
with nursing the tortured to ensure they survived to undergo trial. As a result, they were
thought to be excellent bone-setters, and were officially recognised as such in mid-
eighteenth-century Prussia. In the Netherlands, cases of hangmen practising medicine are
found up until the late eighteenth century. German executioners also practised dissection
which further enhanced their reputation as students of the human body, and provided
them with legitimate sources of body parts for natural as well as magical healing. As late
as 1747 one executioner petitioned to continue his dissection trade because it was the
best source of human fat, with which he had cured numerous people in his town. The
close relationship between healing and executioner was such that healers sometimes
sought or were sought out to become executioners.64

English hangmen, by contrast, were primarily vendors and facilitators rather than healers
per se. We know that they made money from selling ropes for healing and magical protec-
tion. John Aubrey amongst others had noted this trade in the seventeenth century. The
Spectator observed with disgust that the hangman of William Corder, the murderer in the
sensational Red Barn Murder case of 1827, had auctioned sections of the rope. The scene
was depicted by the celebrated cartoonist Cruickshank, who has the executioner asking
for a guinea an inch, while a member of the crowd states, ‘I want some of it for the univer-
sity’.65Money changed hands for facilitating the stroke aswell. The early nineteenth-century

62Jonathan Sawday, The Body Emblazoned: Dissection
and the Human Body in Renaissance Culture (London:
Routledge, 1995), 80. See also, Roger Caillois, Instincts
et société (Paris: Gonthier, 1964), 11–34; Kathy Stuart,
DefiledTrades andSocialOutcast.Honor andRitual Pol-
lution in Early Modern Germany (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1999), 140–53.

63Charles Comhaire, ‘Le folklore du pays de Liège. La
médicine populaire’, Revue des Traditions Populaires,
1889, IV, 364.

64Stuart, Defiled Trades, ch. 6; Kathy Stuart, ‘The Execu-
tioner’s Healing Touch: Health and Honor in Early

Modern German Medical Practice’, in Max Reinhart,
ed., Infinite Boundaries: Order, Disorder, and Reorder
in Early Modern German Culture (Kirksville: Sixteenth
Century Journal, 1998), 349–81; Spierenburg, The
Spectacle of Suffering, 32; Joel F. Harrington, The
Faithful Executioner: Life and Death, Honour and
Shame in the Turbulent Sixteenth Century (London:
Bodley Head, 2013), ch. 5.

65John Aubrey, Remaines of Gentilisme and Judaisme
(London: Folk-Lore Society, 1881), 118; TheSpectator,
article reprinted in The Kaleidoscope, 1829, 9, 82–3.
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hangman James Botting, was, for a time, allowed to apply the hangedman’s hand to people
with skin complaints for a fee of two shillings and six pence. In 1831WilliamCalcraft was still
charging the same, which was also the fee he charged for whipping a criminal.66 Cost was
evidentlybuilt into thedecisionmakingof those seeking thecure. TheNorthamptonshire folk-
loristSternbergprovidesa rare insightwhenheobservedthatatoneof the lastpublichangings
in Northampton the applicants for the ‘dead-stroke’ were very few ‘not so much in conse-
quence of decrease in faith, as from the higher fee demanded by the hangman’.67

End of Spectacle and the End of a Tradition
In 1828 a newspaper article praised reforms that had taken place at Newgatewhich had the
effect of ‘banishing amost disgusting indecency’—the hangedman’s stroke. It related that
the formergovernor JosephBrown,whoappears tohave takenup thepost in 1817, forbade
any but officials to approach the suspended corpse and also ended the practice of allowing
the hangman to keep the clothes of the deceased.68 But the situation was more complex
than this suggested.69 In June 1818 the recently appointed Newgate executioner James
Botting, having just hanged John Davey and George Claxton, chased after the Sheriff’s
retinue to complain that Brown had tried to deprive him of one of his perquisites—in
other words admitting women to be rubbed with the hand. Offended by the loss of
income, he told the Sheriff, Sir George Alderson, that he considered him and not Brown
his master, and requested he be allowed to perform the service. Alderson asked if there
were people currently waiting for it, and on being told there were two he informed the
hangman that he could continue to perform the ‘unpleasant ceremony’.70 Brown evidently
puthis footdownsubsequently, forwe findBottingcomplaining to theCourtofAldermen in
November that once again he had been barred from ‘the privilege of rubbing persons
afflicted with wens’. The battle between the Newgate hangmen and their masters contin-
ued in 1824. At the execution in July of JohnWilliams, John Reading and Thomas Davis for
stealing and burglary, several people waited to be touched by the new hangman James
Foxen, including a ‘lady of respectability’. The Sheriff, Sir Peter Laurie, explicitly ordered
his officers not to allow the practice. It was a relic of the days of superstition and ignorance
he said, ‘a custom which ought to be abandoned in this enlightened age; at all events he
would do all in his power to do away with such a ridiculous practice.’71 Yet the following
year Foxen assisted an old woman on to the scaffold and stroked her with the hand of
the dangling PatrickWelch. This seems to be the last occasion inwhich the healing tradition
took place on the London scaffold. It did not mean an immediate cessation of requests for
Newgate healing, though. One of what must have been numerous requests during the
1830s was reported in July 1839 at the execution of the 18-year-old William Marchant

66John Laurence Pritchard, A History of Capital Punish-
ment: with Special Reference to Capital Punishment
in Great Britain (Port Washington: Kennikat Press,
1932), 107; Morning Post, 19 December 1831; James
Bland, The Common Hangman: English and Scottish
Hangmen before the Abolition of Public Executions
(Westbury: Zeon Books, 2001), 151.

67Sternberg, ‘Folk Lore of South Northamptonshire’, 36.
68Hull Packet, 20May 1828; The National Archives CLA/
035/02/018.

69Matthew White, ‘Ordering the Mob: London’s Public
Punishments, c. 1783–1868’ (unpublished PhD
thesis, University of Hertfordshire, 2009), 295–6. On
the Newgate hangmen in the period see Bland, The
CommonHangman. Thewebsite<www.capitalpunish
mentuk.org> is also an excellent resource.

70Ipswich Journal, 6 June 1818; The Times, 3 June 1818.
71Morning Chronicle, 6 July 1824.
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whowasconvicted formurder.Awomanasked tohaveherneck rubbedby thedeadhand to
remove a tumour, but if the cure was attempted it certainly did not occur in front of the
public.72

It took a few years for the rest of the country to follow Newgate’s example, but the pres-
sure from theprovincial press and its readerswasbuilding, just as the tidewas turningon the
morality and efficacy of public execution. In August 1824 the Northampton Mercury pub-
lished a letter expressing disgust that this ‘species of superstition is tolerated and authorised
throughout thecountry’. Provoked towrite to thepressby reportsof the imminentexecution
at Northampton of Charles Clutton for sodomy, the author recalled attending the last exe-
cution in the town, presumably that of William Gent, William Meadows and Redmund
Middleton for rape in 1822, where ‘a party of women and children afflicted with wens,
ascended theplatform tohave themrubbedwith the criminals’hands’.73When the stroking
of two women and a baby took place at a triple hanging at Lincoln in 1830 the Stamford
Mercury expressed regret ‘that Sheriffs do not give orders to prevent the display of so
disgusting an imbecility’.74

In1831we find the famedWilliamCalcraft,whobecame theNewgatehangman in1829,
taking liberties in the provinces at the execution of John Holloway in Lewes, Sussex. The
Sussex Under-Sheriff warned Calcraft, however, that he would not ‘suffer a repetition of
such proceedings until after the body was cut down’. It was reported that 23 thousand
people filed through the magistrates’ room in Lewes town hall to see the corpse, and no
doubt a few requested the stroke.75 In 1837 women were allowed on the scaffold in
Gloucester, and at the execution of James Crawley at Warwick in 1845 the ‘scaffold was
crowded by members of the “fairer sex”’ being rubbed for various swellings.76 But during
the 1830s we can detect a general shift in policy by the authorities that followed that of
the Sussex Under-Sheriff; namely, the hangman could keep his perquisite but the healing
act could only be performed away from the scaffold and the gaze of the crowd. So after
the execution of James Cook at Leicester in 1832, the body was cut down and placed
in the gaol for public viewing and those who queued to see the corpse were able to have
their wens rubbed.77 What is unknown is whether in popular perception this lessened the
potency and therefore desirability of the hanged man’s hand due to the length of time
since the execution, and the lack of spectacle.

The last permitted public stroking seems to have taken place at Warwick in April 1845,
when several women were allowed to ascend the scaffold to have their wens rubbed, a
local journalist describing the scene ‘as extraordinary as it was revolting to behold’.78 By
the 1850s the authorities had put an end to the practice altogether with prison governors
rather than Sheriffs taking the lead by tightening up access to the scaffold, and removing
the executioners’ discretion to allow access, just as governor Brown had attempted at
Newgate three decades before. It is understandable that governors were more proactive.
The Sheriff or Under-Sheriff was responsible for appointing and paying executioners, the
expenses being claimed back annually from central government. The task of recruiting

72The Times, 9 July, 1839
73Northampton Mercury, 7 August 1824.
74Stamford Mercury, 26 March 1830.
75Morning Post, 19 December 1831; Gattrell, Hanging
Tree, 69.

76LiverpoolMercury, 9May 1845;Cork Examiner, 2May
1845.

77Leicester Chronicle, 11 August 1832.
78Leamington Spa Courier, 19 April 1845.
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froma small pool of available ‘quality’hangmenwouldhavebeeneasedbyallowing themto
continue claiming their much frowned upon but compensatory perquisites. The governor
was inchargeof securityathangingsandofensuring theexecutionwasconductedhumane-
ly and efficiently: the performance of the stroking cure threatened all these responsibilities.
Considering the growing national debate about public execution, and the shift of hangings
toprisonprecincts, thegovernor’s prerogativeswerebecoming increasingly important in re-
lation to thoseof theprovincial Sheriff. At the executionofWilliamWright at Readinggaol in
1855, presided over by Calcraft, a woman tried to force her way to the scaffold but was
stoppedby thepolice.79When JohnWilliamBealewas condemned tobehangedbyCalcraft
at a scaffold erected at the gateway of Wilton gaol, Taunton, in January 1858, a man from
Bath,whohadawenuponhis neck, applied to receive the deadhand stroke, but his request
was rejected by the governor of the prison,MrOakley. Nevertheless, according to theBristol
Mercury, the man showed up the morning of the execution only to be once more disap-
pointedby the renewed refusal.80 InApril 1863anoldwoman fromTachbrook, Leamington
Spa, and her daughter, who suffered a large unsightly wen on her throat, travelled the few
miles to Warwick prison for the hanging of the murderer Henry Carter. They called at the
Porter’s Lodge to request the governor to allow the hanged man’s hand to be passed
over her throat. Permission was not granted. This seems to have been the last reported ap-
plication for the cure.81 Public hangingwas abolished in theUnitedKingdomfive years later,
putting an end once and for all to a healing tradition that was both extraordinary and
mundane, that became institutionalised and yet reviled.

Considering the hangedman’s hand as a ‘superstition’, even referring to it as a ‘supersti-
tion’, has been one of the barriers to historians exploring its significance and meaning.
This detailed reflection on the gallows cure supports the point made by Davies, with
regard to satanic criminal inspiration, about the entrenched nature of ‘early modern’
popular supernatural discourses and motifs in judicial language, thought, and procedure
during the long eighteenth century.82 The web of Enlightenment narratives still catches
historians studying the social and criminal history of the era. As we have seen, eighteenth-
and early-nineteenth-century commentators could come away from a multiple hanging,
perhaps poorly executed as numerous hangings were, and still find the hanged man’s
stroke more revolting, shocking and disgusting than the hanging itself. Today the historian
does not express such emotional gut responses to this curative tradition, but it has still been
placedbeyond the realmsofourpresentunderstanding, something that is far lessexplicable,
say, than the conception of public execution as a collective cathartic experience. From a
medical history perspective, the healing power of the hanged man’s hand, like much of
our medical knowledge, has an origin in antiquity and yet reaches into the modern era.
While women stood on men’s shoulders reaching for the dangling hand, medical men

79Devizes and Wiltshire Gazette, 29 March 1855.
80The Bristol Mercury, 16 January 1858; Daily News, 13
January 1858.

81Daily News, 8 April 1863; Glasgow Herald, 8 April
1863; The Caledonian Mercury, 10 April 1863; The
Lancaster Gazette, and General Advertiser for Lanca-
shire, Westmorland, Yorkshire, 11 April 1863.

82Owen Davies, ‘Talk of the Devil: Crime and Satanic In-
spiration in Eighteenth-Century England’ published

at <https://www.academia.edu/224811/Talk_of_the_
Devil_Crime_and_Satanic_Inspiration_in_Eighteenth-
Century_England>. See alsoOwenDavies, ‘Decrimina-
lisingtheWitch:TheOriginofandResponseto the1736
Witchcraft Act’, in John Newton and Jo Bath, eds,
Witchcraft and the Act of 1604 (Leiden: Brill, 2008),
207–32.
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were still seeking scientific explanations for its efficacy through the theoretical understand-
ing of their day. A simple dichotomy between popular and orthodox medical theory and
practice eventually emerges through the period concerned, but it is not a clear narrative.
The stroke of the criminal corpse touches on some sensitive and insensitive parts of our
own experience of the past.
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